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The festivals of India - in  fireat Britain, France 

U .S .A . ,  U .S .S .R . and Japan - have been hotly debated in 

this country. Some have questioned their need or use

fulness or criticised their planning and conduct. Others 

have spotlighted their successes or underlined their f a il 

ures. This is conceivable in the case of such big extra

vaganzas that involve elaborate management and utilisation 

of national resources and, so, come under public scrutiny.

Whatever that may be we cannot overlook some of their 

laudable side effects. There has been af late a noticeable

increase in the media coverage of our cultural facts. And 

these festivals have elicited a series of publications 

presenting the diverse facets of Indian art and culture 

which are botp in get up and content exemplary. Some are 

even a bibliophiles delight i f  we keep in nind that the 

usual monographs of our dep&rtne nts of culture or archaeo

logy or the catalogues of our museums are common and un

attractive, for whatever reason; if  some of them have 

learned or informative texts they rarely have any visual 

appeal; they reproduce few art objects and even what they 

do hardly dofc3 Justice to the originals. These publica

tions look refreshingly different and we should hope they 

will usher a new trend in our art publisning.

The Great Tradition - Indian Bronze Masterpieces pub

lished by the Festival of India is a good example. It  is

well got up, has beautiful reproductions twx and a reward-

( i - V a -
ing text. Karl Khandalwala, a doyen amongst our art his-

/

torians, is its contributing editor. As one of those few 

who respond to various phases of the Indian art spectrum 

with equal enthusiasm and scholarship he is eminently
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suited to give the volume a total direction. And this

cus
has helped. Each specialist contributor is ohviaouly 

aware of what the other is doing and there is little  over

lapping. And we cannot think of any other publication of

this kind that presents the great bronze sculpture of India 

in such a continuous picture.

As is widely known the panoraina of our bronze sculpture 

is large and witnin it one can discern two broad

streams or traditions - one popular (generally known as 

the 'little* tradition) and the other sophisticated (gene

rally referred to as the ’great' tradition), though -there is

no greet divide between them and ore reaches out to the

other in foi*m, method and iconography resulting in many 

intermediate phases. Taken together this panorma is enor

mous and complex, even i f  we take note of only what visibly 

survives today, ^o it is understebdable that the scholars 

have not sought to tackle the whole of it and have confined 

themselves to the so-called 'greet* traditfion.

But what ix  does this 'great’ tradition signify? This 

is not discussed in the volume, probably considering it 

self-evident or overweeningly academic. It  is largely 

evident from the selection of sculpture reproduced in the 

volume - i . e .  figural sculpture with noticeable mimetic 

sophistication, representing or denoting various concepts 

and themes with great visual sensibility and iconographic 

refinement. They are anthropomorphic and carry the associa- 

tional drama that comes with i t , finding full expression in 

a denoted ’ culture space*. Conversely the 'little* tradition 

operates in an 'art space' following the process of making 

and so its forms and imagery are ®ore fluid and tentative 

and more general; and its images more often than not tend 

to be metamorphic. No wonder the scholar writing on the
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early bronzes of Daimabad notices this fact - for instance 

the features of the bulls and the rhinoceros.

Although an account of this early phase of Indian bronze 

sculpture - of Mohenjodaro, Harappa and Daimabad - finds 

place in this volume, obviously to stress the antiquity

of the bronze - founders art in this country, its objects 

are more in line with t h e 'l it t le ' tradition. The 'great' 

tradition starts much later, after a silent interval of 

over a thousand years, that offers no bronze relics, for that 

matter few other art relics . Was this a period of cultural 

poverty or of cultural incuiiation? The sudden and massive 

outburst of artistic creativity at the threshold of the 3rd 

century A .D . should point to the latter. The bronze sculp

ture of the second millenium B .C . was a small, though 

distinctive seed, but by the beginning of the 3rd century 

A .D . it  had grown into a flourishing tree. A comparison of 

the S& Daimabad cart (Chap 1, P ig .7) with the tiny Satavahana 

figure of'Elephant and Riders 1 (Chap. 2, Fig. 8) should make 

this abundantly clear.

The learned contributors ibisx have tried to cover as 

much ground of its further history as is possible in such 

a volume. They have included areas newly uncovered like the 

remarkable Kashmir and Hill fron^es, putting it in line with 

other Identified  phases; Dr. Ritafi Pratapaditya Pal does not 

fail to mention that the publication of this book coincides 

with the silver jubilee of their discovery. The reproductions 

amply illustrate the range, from the solid body presence of 

certain sculptures to the fluid  gesture and rhythmic c a ll i 

graphy of certain others? they even indicate the passage. The

standard of reproductions are excellent, barring one or two 

regrettable exceptions where the images are either ill-compos<
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or out of focus. The writing, &x£x even i f  conventional, 

is  sufficiently informative and gives up a peep into the 

size and depth of the scene. To imagine that at one time 

every devout Hindu, Buddhist or Jain worshipper could 

boast of a personal shrine and beautiful bronzes to go 

with it  !  Or that about 40,000 South Indian temples had 

individual hoards of metal images I f  the qualify of 

the images from temple collections as arm are reproduced 

in this volume jaage any indication they should all have been 

veritable treasure houses of art.

<L>
This is  one of the books that would wh^t the appetite

and widen the horizons of an art lover, certainly an artist

The map of the bronze sites is  a useful addition. A small

illustrated statement on the techniques and a little  note

on the materials used and their provenance x-zould have

helped to assuage the curiosity of an interested lay reader

0
Also a separate glossary of icongraphical terms related to

r

themes, stances and gestures.

K .G . Subramanyan


